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This is a very different newsletter as we are in
an unprecedented period of time. Being in
lockdown has resulted in many shows,
exhibitions and workshops being cancelled or
postponed. There is a list of those events that
have been rescheduled in the Diary Dates
section. There have been many UFO’s, WIP’s
and ‘lockdown’ quilts started and finished, as
well as many face masks, headbands, scrub
wash bags, and even scrubs, sewing going on.
Some have even taken the opportunity to learn
a new skill, improve our skills, join new groups,
sew blocks for Quilts 4 Care Leavers, Project
Linus and other groups. There has been an
upside to the lockdown!
Thank you to all who are contributing to the
national effort to support key workers.
The committee met via
a Zoom meeting and
sadly had to conclude
that the July meeting
would have to be
cancelled, along with
the workshop. For
those
who
‘do’
Facebook we will be
holding a ‘virtual’ show
and
tell,
so
do
photograph your work
and let us know all
about it – just as you would if we were at an
Oast meeting. Hopefully we will be able to meet
in September for our Open Day.
As we have not been able to meet since March,
the committee are looking at the possibility of
offering a one off reduction on the membership
fee for next year.
Oast Sewing Bee
Along with lots of other events,
we had to cancel the Bunny
Bags
workshops
in
the
Folkestone, Hythe and Lyminge
libraries. Another workshop will
be arranged as soon as we can
get out and about again.
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Oast Showcase
Our own Showcase has been rescheduled …
Although 24-26 July is a long time off, we have
taken the reluctant decision to postpone
Showcase to October 24-25 2020. It will be
interesting to see if this is the correct decision,
but we felt everyone needed clarity.
We will have access to the Sports Hall at
lunchtime on Friday 23 October, so we will have
to work hard to get the exhibition in place for
opening on the Saturday, so are hoping for
many volunteers! While we generally run
Showcase for three days, the feeling is that, at
that time of the year inclement weather may
dissuade general visitors. The other issue is
that an awful lot of other functions will be
postponed to the Autumn, so it will be a busy
time! Hopefully....
If you have any queries, please contact Liz
Coleman, lyminge.liz@live.co.uk
Oast Challenge 2020
Gill Cannon, the winner of the 2019 Challenge,
has chosen the Challenge for 2020. The theme
is ‘Twists and Turns’. So get your thinking
caps on and get creative with this interesting
challenge.
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Rescheduled Shows
Quilts UK
Malvern Showground WR13 6NW
Rescheduled to 16 – 19 July 2020
Quilt Festival, Exeter, EX5 1DJ
Rescheduled to 7 – 9 August 2020
Lullingstone Quilt and Craft Festival
Eynesford DA4 0JA
Rescheduled to 25 – 27 September 2020
National Quilt Championships, Sandown Park,
KT10 9AJ
Rescheduled to 19 – 21 November 2020

A Selection of Rainbow Quilts

Project Linus UK is a national network manned
solely by volunteers. Together we can make a
difference to a child’s life by giving them
‘a hug they can keep’.
As with many organisations they are not able to
operate at the moment. Here is a message from
the UK coordinators:

In light of the current Government
restrictions our co-ordinators are not able to
accept or deliver quilts at the moment.
We thank you so much for your support in
the past. We do hope that you will find time
during this period of social distancing and
closures to re-discover your stash of fabrics,
finish your UFOs, and make some lovely
quilts and blankets for Project Linus as there
will certainly be a need once the pandemic is
brought under control.
Stay safe everyone.
Best wishes,
Heather, Helen and Sarah – 27th April 2020
Listed below are some suggested quilt and
blanket sizes:
Baby Quilts: approx 24”-30” square or 24” x 30”
Children’s Quilts: approx 36” – 42” square or 36”
x 42”
Teenagers Quilts: approx 42” square or 42” x
48”
Please note that quilts should have no
embellishments such as ribbons, buttons or
beads because of possible choking, or little
fingers being damaged.
Thank you once again for all that you do.
Pam Sawyer
Area Coordinator South East Kent
pam.its.only.me@hotmail.co.uk
07557886997

A useful Guide for sewing machine needles
The colour code can be found on the shoulder of
the needle, just at the bottom of the shank.
There are two colours, one above the other. The
first colour indicates the needle type and the
second colour indicates the needle size. For
example, as shown on the colour chart: the first
colour on the needle diagram is yellow, which
means that the needle is a Stretch needle. The
second colour is mauve, which means the
needle size is a 75/11. In addition, the needle
size is stamped on its shank. However, as you
can imagine, the text is quite small and so can
be difficult to read. Colour coding also solves
this issue.
A few websites you might find interesting
https://www.freequiltpatterns.info/index.htm
This website has a selection of free patterns that
can be downloaded and printed off
https://www.thesewingdirectory.co.uk/freeprojects/
All things sewing with some free patchwork and
quilting projects.
https://www.quiltersguild.org.uk/news/view/crafti
ng-during-coronavirus
Opportunity to participate in a couple of
research projects: one exploring crafting during
coronavirus and the second exploring the stories
of patchwork and quilters today.

